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Quick Links. See also: Quick Reference Manual. Table of Contents. Page 2 No part of this
publication may be reproduced, transmitted, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any
language in any form by any means without our written permission. Errors and omissions
excepted. Part Number: Page 5 Table of Contents Audio Control Page 6 Table of Contents
Overhead Console We recommend that you take some time to get to know your vehicle by
reading this manual. The more that you know about it, the greater the safety and pleasure you
will get from driving it. Page 11 Introduction Brake system Fasten safety belt Cabin air filter
Front airbag Front fog lamps Check fuel cap Fuel pump reset Child safety door lock or unlock
Fuse compartment Child seat lower anchor Hazard warning flashers Child seat tether anchor
Heated rear window Cruise control E Heated windshield Page Data Recording Introduction
Panic alarm systems. In order to properly diagnose and service your vehicle, Ford Motor
Company, Ford of Canada, and service and repair facilities may access or share among them
Parking aid vehicle diagnostic information received through a direct connection to your vehicle
E when diagnosing or servicing your vehicle. Page 13 If you do not want Ford Motor Company
and Ford of Ford or its vendors to receive this Canada do not access event data information, do
not activate the recorder information without obtaining service. Page California Proposition 65
Ford replacement collision parts meet our stringent requirements for fit, finish, U. Only
structural integrity, corrosion protection Ford Credit offers a full range of financing and dent
resistance. During vehicle and lease plans to help you acquire your development we validate
these parts vehicle. Page Special Notices We do not recommend or endorse the use caused to
your vehicle as a result of the of any non-Ford-approved aftermarket failure of non-Ford parts
may not be OBD plug-in devices. The vehicle Warranty covered by the Ford Warranty. A market
unique supplement may be supplied that complements this book. Correct vehicle usage and the
authorized disposal of waste, cleaning and lubrication materials are significant steps toward
this aim. Page Installing Child Seats Child Safety Recommendations for Safety Restraints for
Children Child Child size, height, weight, or age Recommended restraint type Infants or
Children weighing 40 lb 18 kg or less Use a child safety seat toddlers generally age four or
younger. Page 21 Child Safety 2. After positioning the child safety seat in the proper seating
position, pull down on the shoulder belt and then grasp the shoulder belt and lap belt together
behind the belt tongue. E 5. To put the retractor in the automatic locking mode, grasp the
shoulder portion of the belt and pull downward until all of the belt is pulled out. Page 22 There
should be no more than 1 inch 2. In Canada, check with your local St. Page 23 Child Safety 3.
While holding the shoulder and lap belt Note: Unlike the standard safety belt, the portions
together, route the tongue inflatable safety belt's unique lap portion through the child seat
according to the locks the child seat for installation. The child seat manufacturer's instructions.
Page 24 This type of attachment method eliminates the need Ford recommends checking with a
NHTSA to use safety belts to attach the child seat, Certified Child Passenger Safety however the
safety belt can still be used Technician to make certain the child to attach the child seat. Do not
use LATCH lower anchors for the center seating position unless the child seat manufacturer's
instructions permit and E Page Booster Seats If your child restraint system is equipped with a
tether strap, and the child restraint manufacturer recommends its use, Ford E also recommends
its use. A safety seat that is rubberized mesh sold as shelf or carpet improperly installed or
utilized, is liner under the booster seat may improve inappropriate for your child's height, age,
this condition. Right-Hand Side Turn clockwise to lock and counterclockwise to unlock. Always
drive and ride with your Failure to follow this could seriously seatback upright and the lap belt
increase the risk of injury or death. The safety belt pretensioners at the front seating positions
are designed to tighten the safety belts when activated. In frontal and near-frontal crashes, the
safety belt pretensioners may be activated alone or, if the crash is of sufficient severity,
together with the front airbags. Page 35 Safety Belts When to Use the Automatic Locking Mode
This mode should be used any time a child safety seat, except a booster, is installed in
passenger front or rear seating positions. Children 12 years old and under should be properly
restrained in a rear seating position whenever possible. Page Safety Belt Extension Assembly
Safety Belts Note: The rear inflatable safety belts are compatible with most infant and child
safety car seats and belt positioning booster seats when properly installed. This is because
they are designed to fill with a cooled gas at a lower pressure and at a slower rate than
traditional airbags. Page Safety Belt Height Adjustment Safety Belts If the safety belt is too
short when fully extended, a safety belt extension assembly can be obtained from an authorized
dealer. Use only extensions manufactured by the same supplier as the safety belt. Manufacturer
identification is on a label located either at the end of the webbing or on the retractor behind the
trim. To avoid the system turning warning function by providing additional on the Belt-Minder
feature for objects you reminders that intermittently sound a tone Do not start the Ford Motor
Company recommends that vehicle. Wait until the safety belt warning light involved in a crash

be replaced. E Children must always be properly restrained. Page Side Airbags If it is necessary
to modify an advanced or pushing on the seat front airbag system to accommodate a person
with disabilities, contact the Ford The conditions listed above may cause the Customer
Relationship Center. See weight of a properly seated occupant to Under WARNINGS certain
crash and occupant conditions, the If the curtain airbags have deployed, driver and passenger
knee airbag may the curtain airbags will not function deploy but the driver front airbag may not
again. See Crash Sensors rear inflatable safety belts. Based on the and Airbag Indicator page
Page Airbag Disposal Supplementary Restraints System The fact that the safety belt
pretensioners or front airbags did not activate for both front seat occupants in a crash does not
mean that something is wrong with the system. Rather, it means the restraints control module
determined the accident conditions crash severity, belt usage were not appropriate to activate
these safety devices. Keep the tag in a safe place for future reference. Note: Do not wipe off any
grease on the battery terminals or on the back surface of the circuit board. Note: Replacing the
battery will not delete the transmitter from the vehicle. Page 53 Keys and Remote Controls 6.
Intelligent Access Transmitter The remote control uses two coin-type three-volt lithium batteries
CR or equivalent. E 3. Carefully remove the cover. E Slide the release on the back of the remote
control and pivot the cover off. The remote start button is on the transmitter. E This feature
allows you to start your vehicle from outside the vehicle. The transmitter has an extended
operating range. Page 55 Keys and Remote Controls Note: If you remote start the vehicle with
an integrated keyhead transmitter, you must Status switch the ignition on before driving your
Solid green. Remote start or vehicle. With an intelligent access extension transmitter, you must
press the successful. Page Replacing A Lost Key Or Remote Control Keys and Remote Controls
Memory Feature If programmed to a pre-set position, the integrated keyhead transmitter or
intelligent access key recalls the driver seat and exterior mirror positions when you unlock your
vehicle. It also recalls the power steering column and pedal positions. You cannot driving
habits. All but one of the keys can disable this feature. Make sure set. Once you select a speed,
it will be you label it so you can distinguish it from shown in the display, followed by an the
admin keys. MyKey Press the OK button. See Information Displays page To find information on
programmed MyKey s , press the left arrow button to access the main menu and scroll to:
Message Description Settings Program a spare key. See Passive Anti-Theft System page MyKey
distances do not accumulate. The luggage compartment release or the remote control to lock
and unlock button only operates when your vehicle's your vehicle. The direction indicators
Locking the Doors flash. E Press the button again within three seconds to confirm that all the
doors are closed. Page 65 Locks Activating Intelligent Access Smart Unlocks for Integrated
Keyhead Transmitter Equipped This helps to prevent you from locking You must have the
intelligent access key yourself out of your vehicle if the key is still within 3. Page Auto Relock
Locks Autounlock You can override the smart unlock feature and intentionally lock the
intelligent access The autounlock feature unlocks all the key inside your vehicle. This will also
you switch the ignition off and you remove prevent passengers and cargo from falling the key
from the ignition. Press the button twice within Do not allow children to play near an three
seconds. E Closing the Liftgate Note: Cycling the ignition while the liftgate is power closing and
is near the latch may cause the liftgate to reverse to full open position. Page 69 Locks Note: Be
careful when opening or closing the liftgate in a garage or other enclosed area to avoid
damaging the liftgate. Note: Do not leave the liftgate open while driving. This could damage the
liftgate and its components. Note: You can stop the liftgate movement direction with a second
press of the instrument panel button or the control button on the liftgate, a double press of the
Unlock the liftgate with the remote control or power door unlock control. Setting the Liftgate
Open Height If an intelligent access transmitter is within 3 ft 1 m of the liftgate, the Open the
liftgate. You must press each memory positions as follows: number within five seconds of each
other. The interior lamps illuminate. Page 73 Locks The factory-set code appears in the
information display for a few seconds. Note: The code may not display until after any other
warning messages first display. E Open the floor console storage compartment lid. E 2. With the
buttons facing the rear of your vehicle and the key ring up, place the first intelligent access key
into the backup slot inside the center console. Page Security Note: The system is not
compatible with The intelligent access key functions as a non-Ford aftermarket remote start
systems. Page 75 Security 2. Switch the ignition from off to on. Keep Make sure that the ignition
is switched off the ignition on for at least 3 seconds, before beginning this procedure. Make
sure but no more than 10 seconds. With the buttons facing the rear of your vehicle and the key
ring up, place the The alarm is ready to arm when there is intelligent access key into the backup
not a key in your vehicle. Electronically lock slot. See Sitting in the Correct Do not adjust the
steering wheel Position page A new stopping position sets if the Operate the following
functions with the steering column encounters an object control See SYNC page E Volume up.

Type 1 Mute. This control functions the same as the center control on the faceplate. Note: Make
sure you switch the windshield wipers off before entering a car wash. Note: Clean the
windshield and wiper blades if they begin to leave streaks or smears. Page Windshield Washers
Wipers and Washers Note: Wet or winter driving conditions with Use the rotary control to adjust
the ice, snow or salty road mist can cause sensitivity of the rain sensor. Set the inconsistent
and unexpected wiping or control to low sensitivity, and the wipers smearing. This feature can
be switched on or off in the information display. See General Information page Front Camera
Washer If Equipped Operating the windshield washer will also operate the front camera washer.
Condensation can be a natural by-product of this design. When moist air enters the lamp
assembly through the vents, there is a possibility that condensation can occur when the
temperature is cold. The headlamps remain on for a period of time after you switch the ignition
off. The transmission is not in park P for Note: Typical road dust, dirt and water vehicles with
automatic transmissions spots will not affect the performance of the or the parking brake is
released for automatic high beam system. However, in vehicles with manual transmissions. E
Push the lever up or down to use the Manually Overriding the System direction indicators. Note:
Tap the lever up or down to make the direction indicators flash three times to indicate a lane
change. Page 89 Lighting Note: Press the button to switch the door Type 2 function off when
you open any door. The indicator lamp will light amber when the door function is off. When the
door function is off and you open a door, the courtesy and door lamps will stay off. Release the
control. Open the window and then try to close it automatically. Repeat the procedure if the
window your vehicle and do not let them play does not close automatically. Page Exterior
Mirrors Windows and Mirrors Note: To operate this feature, accessory To adjust your mirrors,
switch your vehicle delay must not be active. The control lights. Page Interior Mirror Windows
and Mirrors Integrated Blind Spot Mirror The image of the approaching vehicle is small and near
the inboard edge of the Equipped main mirror when it is at a distance. It will automatically
WARNINGS return to normal reflection when you select Do not let children play with the reverse
gear to make sure you have a clear moonroof or leave them unattended view when backing up.
Page 95 Windows and Mirrors Sunshade open. Press and release to open the sunshade. The
sunshade opens automatically with the moonroof. You can also open the sunshade with the
moonroof closed. Note: The sunshade stops short of its fully opened position for the comfort of
rear passengers. The fuel gauge indicates approximately how much fuel is See General
Information page The arrow adjacent to the fuel pump symbol indicates on which Engine
Coolant Temperature side of your vehicle the fuel filler door is Gauge Page Brake System
Instrument Cluster Brake System Note: Some warning indicators appear in the information
display and function the It will illuminate when you same as a warning lamp, but do not display
engage the parking brake with when you start your vehicle. E the ignition on. See Electric E
certain instances when using Parking Brake page Page Audible Warnings And Indicators
Instrument Cluster Low Washer Fluid When you first switch the ignition on, before engine start,
the service engine soon It will illuminate when the indicator light illuminates to check the bulb
windshield washer fluid is low. Headlamps On Warning Chime Sounds when you remove the
key from the ignition and open the driver's door and you We strongly recommend that you use
extreme caution when using any device that may take your focus off the road. Main menu From
the main menu bar on the left side of the information display, you can choose from the following
categories Page Information Displays Press the OK button to acknowledge and remove some
messages from the information display. The information display will automatically remove other
messages after a short time. You need to confirm certain messages before you can access the
menus. E Active Park Message Too Low to Activate Adaptive Cruise Shift The adaptive cruise is
automatically adjusting the gap Down distance and the driver needs to shift the transmission
into a AWD Off The all-wheel drive system temporarily turns off to protect itself from
overheating or if you are using the temporary spare tire. Contact an authorized dealer as soon
as possible. Blindspot Not Available The system sensors are blocked. Driver Alert Warning Rest
Take a rest break soon. Check Fuel Fill Inlet The fuel fill inlet may not be properly closed. Fuel
Door Opening Wait for up to 15 seconds while the fuel system depressurizes. Fuel Door Open
The fuel system has finished depressurizing and you can begin to refuel. Change the battery as
soon as possible. Soon Engine On Informs you that they you are exiting your vehicle and the
engine is on. Stop your vehicle in a safe place. Contact an authorized dealer. Engine Coolant
Overtem- The engine coolant temperature is excessively high. See an authorized dealer.
Required Park Brake System You have not released the electric parking brake causing it to
Overheated overheat. See Using Traction Control page Mode Transmission Indicate The
transmission is locked and unable to select gears. Air distribution control: Adjust the control to
turn airflow from the windshield, instrument panel, or footwell vents on or off. You can
distribute air through any combination of these vents. Recirculated air flows through the

instrument panel vents, air conditioning automatically turns on, and the fan automatically
adjusts to the highest speed. Recirculated air: Press the button to switch between outside air
and recirculated air. This control also adjusts the passenger side temperature when you switch
off dual zone mode. Fan speed control: Adjust the volume of air circulated in the vehicle. Air
conditioning cools your vehicle using outside air. To improve the time to reach a comfortable
temperature in hot weather, drive with the windows open until you feel cold air through the air
vents. Use air conditioning with recirculated air to improve cooling performance and efficiency.
See Heated Seats page Climate controlled seats if equipped : Press the button to switch the
climate controlled seats on and off. See Climate Controlled Seats page Adjust the temperature
control to the in hot weather, drive with the windows desired setting. Heating In mild weather,
you can improve your fuel economy when using the climate control This prevents foreign
Heated Rear Window objects from entering the system. Running the system without a filter in
place could Note: Make sure the engine is running result in degradation or damage to the The
cooled seats are set to high if available, and selected to AUTO in the information display. In
moderate weather, the system either heats or cools based on previous settings. Two steel
stems. Guide sleeve adjust and unlock Note: Adjust the seatback to an upright button. A control
to adjust the lumbar of 2. Do not use the memory function when your vehicle is moving. While
the ignition is on, press the high or low heated seat switch to enable heating mode. When
activated, they will turn off automatically when you turn the engine off. WARNING The system
includes two primary features, Do not use the system with any a garage door opener and a
platform for garage door opener that does not Page Universal Garage Door Opener 3. Using
both hands, simultaneously, press and hold the desired HomeLink button and the hand-held
transmitter button. When the indicator light flashes rapidly, both buttons may be released. Page
Universal Garage Door Opener E E Press and hold the outer two function Red indicator light
buttons simultaneously for Green indicator light approximately 20 seconds until the indicator
lights above the buttons flash Press and hold one of the buttons on rapidly. Press and hold the
previously programmed Genie button on the programmed button on the visor for 2 hand-held
transmitter for 10 seconds. Repeat this step up to 3 times The indicator light will change from
red until the garage door moves. Page Auxiliary Power Points The power point temporarily turns
off power if it exceeds the watt limit. It can also switch to a fault mode if it detects overloading,
overheating, or shorting conditions. For overloading and shorting conditions, unplug your
device and switch the ignition off then on. Available console features include: E Press near the
rear edge of the door to open it. Do not park, idle or drive your vehicle on dry grass or other dry
ground E cover. Page Starting A Gasoline Engine Starting and Stopping the Engine Ignition
Modes Note: You can crank the engine for a total of 60 seconds without the engine starting
before the starting system temporarily disables. The 60 seconds does not have to be all at once.
For example, if you crank the engine 3 times for 20 seconds each time, without the engine
starting, you reached the second time limit. Note: A valid passive key must be located inside
your vehicle to switch the ignition on and start your vehicle. Fully depress the brake pedal. This
allows properly stowed before starting and the climate control system to respond driving your
vehicle. Make sure the quickly. The button will illuminate. The permanent injury. If fuel is
swallowed, pressure in an overfilled tank may call a physician immediately, even if no cause
leakage and lead to fuel spray The use of fuels with metallic compounds such as
methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl commonly known as MMT , which is a
manganese-based fuel additive, will impair engine Page Refueling Fuel and Refueling Filling a
Portable Fuel Container Fully open the fuel tank filler door until it engages and remove the fuel
tank Use the following guidelines to avoid filler cap. Read and follow all the instructions on the
pump island. Switch off your engine when you are refueling. Do not smoke if you are near fuel
or refueling your vehicle. Page Fuel Consumption Fuel and Refueling If this action corrects the
problem, the message may not reset immediately. It may take several driving cycles for the
message to turn off. A driving cycle consists of an engine start-up after four or more hours with
the engine off followed by city or highway driving. Page Emission Control System Additionally,
keeping your vehicle and to its emissions system. If you use parts other than Ford, Motorcraft In
general, lower temperatures mean lower or Ford-authorized parts for maintenance fuel
economy. See Refueling page Always come to a complete stop before shifting into and Always
set the parking brake fully out of reverse R. Turn the ignition to the off position Neutral N and
remove the key whenever you leave Page Brake-Shift Interlock Transmission In order to prevent
the engine from running at too low an RPM, which may cause it to Upshifts when accelerating
recom- stall, SelectShift still automatically makes mended for best fuel economy some
downshifts if it has determined that you have not downshifted in time. Page Transmission Your
vehicle is equipped with a brake-shift interlock feature that prevents moving the gearshift lever
from park P when the ignition is in the on position and the brake pedal is not pressed. If you

cannot move the gearshift lever out of park P position with the ignition in the on position and
the brake pedal pressed, a malfunction may have occurred. Page Transmission If your vehicle
gets stuck in mud or snow, you may rock it out by shifting between forward and reverse gears,
stopping between shifts in a steady pattern. Press lightly on the accelerator in each gear. If the
mini-spare tire is installed, the AWD All-wheel drive uses all four wheels to system may disable
automatically and power the vehicle. Page All-Wheel Drive If Equipped Driving on Hilly or
Sloping Terrain Descend a hill in the same gear you would use to climb up the hill to avoid
excessive Note: Avoid driving crosswise or turning on brake application and brake overheating.
Page Brakes For this reason, Ford Motor Company strongly recommends that you do not make
modifications such as adding or removing parts such as lowering If rapidly by measuring the
rate at which you a metal-to-metal, continuous grinding or press the brake pedal. It provides
continuous squeal sound is present, the maximum braking efficiency as long as you brake
linings may be worn-out. The operating brake has been applied after the ignition has switch is
located in the center console. Using Hill Start Assist Press the brake pedal to bring your vehicle
to a complete standstill. Keep the brake pedal pressed. If the sensors detect that your vehicle is
on a slope, the system activates automatically. If a failure has been detected within If your
vehicle begins to slide, the system the AdvanceTrac system, the applies the brakes to individual
wheels stability control light will illuminate and, when needed, reduces engine power See Using
braking system, aftermarket roof Traction Control page The AdvanceTrac with RSC system
cannot be completely turned off, but the electronic stability control and roll stability control
portions of the system are disabled when the transmission is in reverse R. See Principle of
Operation page WARNINGS Note: If you attach certain add-on devices To help avoid personal
injury, please such as a trailer or bike rack, the rear sensing read and understand the limitations
system may detect that add-on device and When you stop your vehicle the audible warning
stops after 2 seconds and the visual distance indication stops after 4 seconds. Page Parking
Aids If Equipped When driving at a speed less than 22 mph indicate it is searching for a parking
space. Page Parking Aids If Equipped E Using Active Park Assist - When you think your vehicle
is properly Perpendicular Parking parked, or you hear a solid tone from the parking aid
accompanied by a display Press the button located on the message and a chime , bring your
vehicle center console near the gearshift to a complete stop. Page Parking Aids If Equipped
Note: The system always offers the last When you shift the transmission into detected parking
space for example, if your reverse R , with your hands off the wheel vehicle detects multiple
spaces while you and nothing obstructing its movement , are driving, it offers the last one. Page
Parking Aids If Equipped The system does not offer a particular space The sensors may be
covered for example, snow, ice or dirt buildup. Covered senors can affect the system's
functionality. There is not enough room in the parking space for your vehicle to safely park.
There is not enough space for the parking maneuver on the opposite side of the parking space.
Objects that are close to either corner of the bumper or under the bumper, might not be seen on
the E This might not provide adequate coverage as it usually provides in normal operation and
some objects might not be seen. In some vehicles, the guidelines may disappear when you
connect the trailer tow connector. Objects in the red zone are closest to your Selectable
settings for this feature are ON vehicle and objects in the green zone are and OFF. Page Cruise
Control Cruise Control 2. Take your foot off the accelerator Cruise control lets you maintain a
set pedal. You can use cruise Note: Cruise control disengages if the control when your vehicle
speed is greater vehicle speed decreases more than 10 mph Page Cruise Control Cruise Control
Note: When adaptive cruise control is The system applies the brakes to slow your active, the
speedometer may vary slightly vehicle to maintain a safe gap distance from the set speed
displayed in the from the vehicle in front. The maximum information display. Page Disengaging
The System Cruise Control The selected gap appears in the information display as shown by
the bars in the graphic. Five gap settings are available. The gap setting is time dependent and
the distance automatically adjusts with your vehicle speed. E Adaptive cruise control gap
settings Set speed Graphic display, Time gap, Do not use the system when towing a trailer with
brake controls. With vehicles that edge into your Aftermarket trailer brakes will not lane. Cause
Action The surface of the radar in the grille is dirty Clean the grille surface in front of the radar
or obstructed in some way. If the sensor becomes blocked the E system may not function. The
current assessment of your alertness In cold and severe weather indicates that you should rest
as soon as conditions the system may not safely possible. If the system detects a MyKey it
defaults to on and the mode is set to Alert. Note: If a MyKey is detected, pressing the button will
not affect the on or off status of the system. Page Driving Aids Why is the feature not available
line markings are gray when I can see the lane markings on the road? Staying too close to the
lane marking Driving at high speeds in curves Previous feature activation happened within the
last one second Ambiguous lane markings mainly in construction zones Rapid transition from

light to dark or vice versa Sudden offset in lane markings If your vehicle is rolling backward and
the transmission is not in reverse R then cross traffic alert will not be active. E In this first
example, the left sensor is only partially obstructed; Page Driving Aids Zone coverage also
decreases when Note: It is possible to get a blockage parking at shallow angles. Here, the left
warning with no blockage present; this is sensor is mostly obstructed; zone coverage rare and
known as a false blockage warning. The radar Clean the fascia area in surface is front of the
radar or remove False Alerts dirty or the obstruction. See Principle of If the steering wanders or
pulls, check for: Operation page If the risk of brake support cannot help prevent collision
continues to increases after the all collisions. Do not rely on this audio-visual warning, the
brake support system to replace your judgment and the prepares the brake system for rapid
Page Front View Camera Driving Aids If a blocked sensor message appears in the sensor, your
vehicle cannot see through information display, dirt, water, or an object the sensor, and the
collision warning is blocking the sensor. The sensor is system will not work. Possible causes
for located behind a cover near the driver side the blocked sensor message and corrective of
the lower grille. Access this view by pressing the camera button from the Front Normal View
screen. Certain driving experience, maximizing comfort. Lift the handle to open. Page Load
Carrying authorized-dealer installed WARNING equipment on the vehicle, you The appropriate
loading must subtract the weight of the capacity of your vehicle can equipment from the
payload listed be limited either by volume on the Tire Label in order to capacity how much
space is determine the new payload. The label shall be affixed is the Vehicle Curb Weight, plus
to either the door hinge pillar, cargo, plus passengers. Page Towing Load Carrying 2. You
decide in your vehicle. Is there enough load capacity to carry you, four of your 3. Page Trailer
Sway Control Turning off trailer sway control increases the risk of loss of vehicle below. Ford
Note: Make sure to take into does not recommend disabling this feature consideration trailer
frontal area. Page Towing Your vehicle may tow a trailer maximum trailer weight listed for
provided the maximum trailer your vehicle configuration on the weight is less than or equal to
the following chart. Powertrain Maximum trailer weight 1, lb kg 2. Do Follow these guidelines to
ensure safe not allow the chains to drag on the ground. Make sure all running lights, brake a
trailer attached. Anticipate stops and lights, turn signals and hazard lights are brake gradually.
However, if you must park on a grade: Before Towing a Trailer Turn the steering wheel to point
your Page Transporting The Vehicle We recommend the use of a wheel lift and dollies or flatbed
equipment to tow your vehicle. Do not tow with a slingbelt. Ford Motor Company has not
approved a slingbelt towing procedure. Vehicle damage may occur if towed incorrectly, or by
any other means. Page Towing Follow these guidelines if you have a need 3. Turn the vehicle off
by turning the for recreational RV towing. An example ignition key past the accessory position.
During this time, your vehicle to avoid doing because they reduce your may exhibit some
unusual driving fuel economy Always use floor mats that are designed to fit the foot well of your
Before driving through standing water, vehicle. Objects that are loose can become trapped
under the pedals causing a loss of vehicle control. Failure to properly follow floor mat
installation or attachment instructions can potentially cause interference with pedal operation
causing Page Hazard Warning Flashers 2. Switch on the ignition. You can either attempt to start
the Park the booster vehicle close to the hood engine by pressing the brake pedal and of the
disabled vehicle, making sure the Page Roadside Emergencies Jump Starting Start the engine
of the booster vehicle and rev the engine moderately, or press the accelerator gently to keep
your engine speed between and rpms, as shown in your tachometer. Start the engine of the
disabled vehicle. Remove the jumper cable on the negative - terminal of the booster vehicle's
battery. Page Customer Assistance A reasonable time must be allowed to Oakville, Ontario L6K
0C8 perform a repair after taking your vehicle Telephone to the authorized dealer. Page In
California U. Only 2. Ford is or condition that substantially impairs also allowed a final repair
attempt in some the use, value or safety of the vehicle states. Only BBB. Canadian dealers. In
those cases where You are not bound by the decision, and you continue to feel that the efforts
by Ford may reject the decision and proceed to of Canada and the authorized dealer to If you
are in another foreign country, contact the nearest authorized dealer. It has high-current fuses
that protect your Power Distribution Box vehicle's main electrical systems from overloads.
Power point 3 - back of console. Powertrain control module - vehicle power Powertrain control
module - vehicle power â€” Powertrain control module relay. Power point 1 - driver front. Front
split view camera. Front split view camera module. Not used spare. Run-start anti-lock brake
system. Run-start powertrain control module. Rear washer pump. Brake on off switch. ALT
sensor. Micro fuse. Dual micro fuse. M-type fuse. Page Fuses 3. Move the fuse box toward the
center 4. Pivot the outboard side of the fuse box of the engine compartment. E Fuse or relay
number Fuse amp rating Protected components â€” Not used. Body control module 2. Heated
rear window. Anti-lock brake system valves. Passenger seat. Rear heated seats. Driver seat

module. Wiper motor 1. Anti-lock brake system pump. J-type fuse. Note: It may be easier to
access the fuse Passenger Compartment Fuse panel if you remove the finish trim piece. Panel
The fuse panel is located under the instrument panel to the left of the steering Page Fuses Fuse
or relay number Fuse amp rating Protected components Second row easy fold relay coil.
Memory seats. Power mirrors. Driver seat module logic power. Driver door unlock. Occupant
classification sensor. Delayed accessory power inverter logic, moonroof logic, driver window
switch power. Central lock unlock. Driver door window, mirror. Heated seat. Rear heated seat
module logic power. Heated steering wheel module without active front steering. Rear power
windows. Rear window switch illumination. Switch off the engine. There is a large network of
authorized dealers that are there to help 3. Page Under Hood Overview - 2. Open the hood. The
hood strut automatically supports the hood. Closing the Hood Lower the hood and allow it to
drop under its own weight for the last in cm. Note: Make sure that the hood is correctly closed.
See Fuses page Air filter assembly. See Changing the Engine Air Filter page Windshield washer
fluid reservoir. See Washer Fluid Check page See Engine Coolant Check page Brake fluid
reservoir. Page Under Hood Overview - 3. See Brake Fluid Check page See Changing the 12V
Battery page Power distribution box. Page Engine Oil Dipstick - 2. Remove the dipstick and wipe
it with a clean, lint free cloth. When the oil change indic- ator resets the instrument 2. See
Maintenance page Remaining Life 3. Wipe off any spilled oil. The Ford specification. See
Capacities and level may extend beyond the MAX mark. Specifications page Note: If the level is
at the MIN mark, below Page How Fail-Safe Cooling Works Safe Cooling Recycled Engine
Coolant If the engine coolant supply is depleted, Ford Motor Company does not recommend
this feature allows the vehicle to be driven the use of recycled engine coolant since a
temporarily before incremental component Ford-approved recycling process is not yet damage
is incurred. Page Automatic Transmission Fluid Check - 2. Tow your vehicle to an authorized
However: dealer. If this is not possible, wait a short period for the engine to cool. Replace the
cap and dipstick and remove it Do not use supplemental again to check the fluid level. Page
Brake Fluid Check 2. Remove the cap and dipstick and wipe it with a clean, lint-free cloth. Add
fluid that meets the Ford specifications. See Capacities and Specifications page Pour the fluid
directly into the automatic transmission fluid cap and dipstick hole. Regular maintenance or
replacement specifications. Page Ford of the engine. Some other computer recommended
replacement low voltage settings, like the clock and radio station Shift the transmission into P.
Turn off all accessories. Step on the brake pedal and start the vehicle. Run the engine until it
reaches normal operating temperature. Changing the Rear Window Wiper Blade 2. Move the
wiper arms to the service position manually. Note: Do not hold the wiper blade when lifting the
wiper arm. Note: You cannot move the wiper arms to the service position manually when you
Note: Make sure that the wiper arm does switch the ignition on. On the wall or screen you will
observe E a flat zone of high intensity light located at the top of the right hand 8 feet 2. If the top
Center height of lamp to ground. Page Removing A Headlamp Maintenance 5. Locate the
vertical adjuster on each headlamp. Using a Phillips 2 screwdriver, turn the adjuster either
clockwise or counterclockwise in order to adjust the vertical aim of the headlamp. The
horizontal edge of the brighter light should touch the horizontal reference line. Page Led Lamps
Maintenance Headlamp 2. Turn the bulb counterclockwise and remove it. Disconnect the
electrical connector. Note: Do not touch the bulb glass. Note: You cannot separate the bulb
from the bulb holder. High-Intensity Discharge Headlamps These lamps operate at a high
voltage. See an authorized dealer if they fail. Turn the bulb holder counterclockwise and remove
it. Remove the bulb by pulling it straight out. Headlamp bulbs must be marked with an
authorized D. Luggage compartment lamp. Note: LED lamps are not serviceable. Wipe any dirt
or debris from the air filter housing and cover to make sure no dirt WARNING gets in the engine
and to make sure you To reduce the risk of vehicle damage have a good seal. The wax will
discolor or stain the parts over time. If necessary, apply more soap and cleaning leather seats
for cleaning leather water solution or cleaning product to instrument panels and leather interior
trim a clean, soft cloth and press it onto the surfaces. Note: Industrial-strength or heavy-duty
cleaners in combination with brush agitation Note: Do not use Motorcraft Premium to remove
brake dust and dirt, could wear Leather and Vinyl Cleaner ZC on Lincoln Under various
conditions, storage because used engine oil long-term storage may lead to degraded contains
contaminates which may engine performance or failure unless you cause engine damage. Page
Wheels And Tires Ford dealer to have the system abrupt maneuvers, drive at safe speeds for
reprogrammed. If you intend to change the the conditions, keep tires inflated to Ford size of the
wheels from that fitted by the recommended pressures, never overload Page Wheels and Tires
Utility vehicles and trucks handle On some four-wheel drive vehicles, the differently than
passenger cars in the initial shift from two-wheel to four-wheel various driving conditions that
are drive while the vehicle is moving can cause encountered on streets, highways and a

momentary clunk and ratcheting sound. The kit is located under the load floor in the trunk. The
kit consists of an air Note: Do not drive further than mi km. Drive only to the closest authorized
Ford dealer or tire repair shop to have your tire inspected. Page Wheels and Tires Sealant
compound contains latex. Use appropriate precautions to avoid any allergic reactions. Do not
remove any foreign object that has pierced the tire. If a puncture is located in the tire sidewall,
stop and call roadside assistance. Remove the valve cap from the tire valve. Page After using
the kit to seal your tire, you will need to replace the sealant canister. You can obtain sealant
canisters and spare parts at an authorized Ford dealer. You can dispose of empty sealant
canisters at E home. However, you should dispose of canisters still containing liquid sealant 2.
Page Tire Care Note: If you experience any difficulties with the removal or installation of the
sealant canister, consult an authorized Ford dealer for assistance. Page Wheels and Tires Due
to their design, low-profile habits. Also, because of their tires and wheels are more prone lower
profile, the tires are more to road damage from potholes, susceptible to road damage from
rough or unpaved roads, car wash potholes, rough or unpaved roads, rails and curb contact
than car wash rails, and curb contact All occupants must wear seat belts. Children and infants
must use appropriate restraints to minimize the risk of injury or ejection. The grades: The U.
Page Wheels and Tires test wheel. Page Wheels and Tires B. In general, the larger the number,
the wider the tire. For the wear rate of the tire when example, the numbers mean tested under
controlled conditions the 31st week of Page Wheels and Tires that meets the door-latch post, A.
LT: Indicates a tire, designated next to the driver's seating by the Tire and Rim Association,
position , or Tire Label which is that is intended for service on light located on the B-Pillar or the
edge trucks. Page In general, the larger the gauge including spare, if number, the wider the tire.
Inflate all tires to the inflation pressure recommended by Ford Motor Company. Page Ford post,
next to the driver's seating recommends the use of a digital position , or Tire Label which is
Page Wheels and Tires When weather temperature 3. Add enough air to reach the changes
occur, tire inflation recommended air pressure. Page Wheels and Tires Inspecting Your Tires
and Tire Wear Wheel Valve Stems Periodically inspect the tire treads for uneven or excessive
wear and remove objects such as stones, nails or glass that may be wedged in the tread
grooves. Check the tire and valve stems for holes, cracks, or cuts that may permit air leakage
and repair or replace the Page such as P-metric versus manufacturers to place LT-metric or
all-season versus standardized information on the all-terrain as those originally sidewall of all
tires. This provided by Ford. Page Use of any tire or wheel 2. Lubricate the tire bead and not
recommended by Ford can wheel bead seat area again. Page Wheels and Tires Tire and Wheel
Alignment Note: Your vehicle may be equipped with a dissimilar spare A bad jolt from hitting a
curb or wheel and tire assembly. A pothole can cause the front end dissimilar spare wheel and
tire of your vehicle to become assembly is defined as a spare misaligned or cause damage to
Use of the tire side wall. Since summer tires do any tire or wheel not recommended by If you
hear the cables when the low tire pressure telltale rub or bang against the vehicle, stop
illuminates, you should stop and check and re-tighten them. If this does not your tires as soon
as possible, and inflate work, remove the cables to prevent them to the proper pressure. The tire
pressure monitoring system Operation is subject to the following two measures pressure in
your four road tires conditions: 1 This device may not cause and sends the tire pressure
readings to Page Wheels and Tires Low tire pressure Possible cause Customer action required
warning light Solid warning light Tire s under-inflated Make sure tires are at the proper pressure. See Inflating your tires in this chapter. If the dissimilar spare tire or wheel used. The tire
pressure monitoring system is damaged, it should be replaced rather sensor and valve stem on
the wheel must than repaired. Page Wheels and Tires 1. Page Wheels and Tires 5. If your 6.
Remove the spare tire from the spare vehicle slips off the jack, you or tire compartment. Page
Stowing The Flat Tire Wheels and Tires Stowing the flat tire Replace the flat tire with the spare
tire, making sure the valve stem is You cannot store the full-sized road wheel facing outward.
Reinstall the lug nuts in the temporary spare tire well. Page Technical Specifications M14 x 1.
Use only Ford recommended replacement fasteners. Retighten the lug nuts to the specified
torque within miles kilometers after any wheel disturbance such as tire rotation, changing a flat
tire, wheel removal. Page Wheels and Tires E Wheel pilot bore Inspect the wheel pilot hole and
mounting surface prior to installation. Remove any visible corrosion or loose particles. Long
drivebelt is on first pulley groove closest to engine. Page Engine Specifications - 3. Page
Motorcraft Parts - 2. We recommend Motorcraft replacement parts available at your Ford dealer
or at fordparts. Use of other parts may impact vehicle performance, emissions and durability.
Page Motorcraft Parts - 3. Page Capacities And Specifications - 2. Only qualified personnel
should service the air conditioning refrigerant system. Opening the air conditioning refrigerant
system can cause personal injury. Item Capacity Engine oil Use We recommend Motorcraft
motor oil for of any fluid other than the recommended your vehicle. Page Capacities And

Specifications - 3. The of any fluid other than the recommended Page Audio System MP3
individual tracks and folder compact discs may not function correctly structures work as
follows: when used in Ford CD players. The CD player numbers all MP3 tracks on the disc noted
by the. Press the function buttons below the radio screen to select on-screen options of Repeat
or Shuffle. Page Audio System Seek: In radio mode, select a frequency band and press this
button. The system stops at the first station up the band. Press and hold the button to move
quickly to the next strong radio station or memory preset. In CD mode, press this button to
select the next track. Seek: In radio mode, select a frequency and press this button. Press and
hold the button to move quickly to the next strong radio station. CD slot: Insert a CD. Eject:
Press this button to eject a CD. VOL: Turn the control to adjust the volume. Select to display
extra information such as artist name. Radio Text Extra information may not always be
available. Language Select to display the language in English, French or Spanish. Page Audio
System HD Radio Reception and Station Troubleshooting Potential reception issues Reception
area If you are listening to a multicast station and you are on the fringe of the reception area,
the station may mute due to weak signal strength. If you are listening to HD1, the system
switches back to the analog broadcast until the digital broadcast is available again. Ford Motor
entertainment satellite radio channels. For Company and iBiquity Digital Corp. Page Ford Motor
Company shall not be of your vehicle. See an authorized dealer responsible for any such
programming for availability. This two seconds to produce message should disappear audio for
the selected shortly. Satellite antenna fault There is an internal module If this message does not
or system failure present. Your loss of vehicle control, crash and audio extension cable must
have male injury. This allows you to: supports this. Place cords and cables holidays. Ford Motor
"Cancel" This command Company and Ford of Canada will not access the system data for any
purpose ends the voice other than as described absent consent, a session. You can Page SYNC
System Interaction and Feedback Command The system: The system provides feedback
through audible tones, prompts, questions and "Confirmation Makes a best guess spoken
confirmations depending on the prompts off" from the command; situation and the chosen level
of you may still occa- interaction. Put the transmission in park In addition to using voice
commands to P. When with questions, such as setting the current prompted, say any of the
phone as the primary phone the phone E following: SYNC automatically tries to connect with
When phonebook name or number, the prompted, say: requested information appears in the E
display to view. To turn the microphone on, select the option again. Privacy Switch a call from
an active hands-free environment to your cellular phone for a more private conversation. When
selected, the audio display indicates the call is private. Phonebook Access your downloaded
phonebook. Press the OK button to confirm and enter. You can use the options at the bottom of
the screen to access an alphabetical category quickly. Once selected, you have the arrow
button to scroll through the ability to have the message read to you, following options: to view
other messages, or to select the More option. Press the OK button to select a ringtone. Text
msg notify Have the option of hearing an audible tone to notify you when a text message
arrives. Press the OK button to turn the audible tone off or on. Phonebook pref. Select the
option to add to start the pairing process. When a message to begin pairing appears in the
audio display, search for SYNC on your phone. See your phone's manual if necessary. Select
this option, and then press the OK button to change the option's status. Set defaults Return to
the factory default settings without erasing your indexed information such as phonebook, call
history, text messages and paired devices. Page SYNC 5. Press OK when the desired option
Before making the call: appears in the radio display. Page Note: For information on available
apps, 3. Say the name of the application after supported smartphone devices and the tone. The
app should start. While an app is website. Page Fuel level, fuel economy, fuel connected device.
The pressure, and head lamp status. You can now play music by saying any request this update
manually, for example of the appropriate voice commands. Update in the settings menu. This
voice command is not available until indexing is complete on your device. You can also press
SYNC provides the user with many intuitive the voice button and, when prompted, say, ways to
find and play a song using voice. Once you make your choice, it remains on until you switch it
off. Repeat track Choose to have the system repeat the current track. Page SYNC 3. Select
Browse USB. If there are no media files, you have the following media files to access, the
display options: indicates there is no media. If there are Display Description and action Play all
Play all indexed media files from your device one at a time in numerical order. Scroll to browse
indexed media files on the device, and then press the OK button. After the new indexing is
complete, you can choose what to play from the USB song library. You can use the buttons at
the bottom of the audio display to jump to a certain alphabetical category quickly. If you are not
listening to a CD, press the voice button and, after the "Shuffle folder" Page SYNC Phone issues
Issue Possible cause s Possible solution s Try turning off the device, resetting the device or

removing the device's battery, then trying again. This may be a possible phone malfunction.
Check the security and auto accept and prompt always settings relative to the SYNC Bluetooth
connection on your phone. Page SYNC Voice command issues Issue Possible cause s Possible
solution s Review the phone voice commands and the media You may be using the wrong voice
commands at the voice commands. Page AppLink. Closing and restarting apps may help SYNC
find the application if you cannot discover it inside the vehicle. Tab the home button again, then
select the app again to restart it. Page Force close or uninstall the a limited number of apps you
do not want SYNC bluetooth ports apps can to find. If the app has a "Ford I can only see some
of the use to connect. If you have SYNC" setting, disable that Your primary responsibility is the
safe operation of your vehicle. If dirt or fingerprints power cords or cables are broken, split are
still visible, apply a small amount of or damaged. Page System data cannot be accessed without
special equipment and access to your vehicle's SYNC module. You can use Navigation,
Compass appears in the display your steering wheel controls to view and instead of Navigation.
Wait for the level of system interaction, help and prompt "Please say a command". The system
defaults to standard Another tone sounds to let you know interaction that uses candidate lists
and the system is listening. Screen Wallpaper Note: You cannot load photos directly from
Display your camera. You must access the photos You can adjust the touchscreen display
either from your USB mass storage device through the touchscreen or by pressing the or from
an SD card. See Information page Your vehicle may not have these sound settings. Advanced
mode has less audible interaction and more tone prompts. Confirmation Prompts Have the
system ask you short questions if it has not clearly heard or understood your request.
Gracenote Management With this feature on, the Gracenote Database supplies metadata
information for your music files. This overrides information from your device. This feature
defaults to off. Cover Art Priority With this feature on, the Gracenote Database supplies cover
art for your music files. Traffic Preferences Have the system display areas where roadwork
occurs. Have the system display incident icons. Have the system display areas where difficult
driving conditions may occur. Have the system display areas where snow and ice on the road
may occur. Bluetooth Turn Bluetooth on and off. Do Not Disturb Have all calls go directly to
your voice mail and not ring inside your vehicle. Make sure you turn it on for connectivity
purposes. Choose a Wireless Network allows you to use a previ- ously stored wireless network.
Radio memory presets and CD controls. Page MyFord Touch If Equipped Direct Tune The
multicast indicator appears in FM mode only if the current station is Touch this button to
manually enter the broadcasting multiple digital broadcasts. Touch Enter when The highlighted
numbers signify available you are done. Page HD Radio logos are proprietary trademarks E
steering wheel controls. When of iBiquity Digital Corp. Ford Motor Note: Your vehicle may not
have all these Company shall not be responsible for Alert sound settings. Page Parental
Lockout Ford Motor Company shall not be responsible for any such programming This allows
you to lock and unlock changes. The signal is lost from the The signal is blocked. Note: Your
SD card slot is spring-loaded. Options Touch this button to view and adjust various media
settings. The jack is located audio device, press the voice in your center console. If the problem
a line level output. The jack only works persists, replace or recharge the correctly with devices
that have a batteries in the portable media player. Once you pair your phone features of SYNC is
to pair your phone, you can access many options using Bluetooth-enabled cellular phone with
the touchscreen or voice commands. Make sure that Bluetooth is set to On Ignore the call by
doing nothing. SYNC logs and that your cellular phone is in the it as a missed call. Composing a
Text Message If your phone does not support downloading Note: This is a speed-dependent
feature. Thanks See Information page Stuck in traffic. Phone Ringer Call me later. Select the ring
tone you want to hear when you receive a call. Page Information Alerts subscription. Traffic
alerts and turn-by-turn directions available in select markets. Page Note: This feature does not
function If you do not want properly if you have enabled caller ID Ford or its service providers to
collect your blocking on your cellular phone. Make sure vehicle travel information or other your
cellular phone is not blocking caller ID information identified in the Terms and before using
SYNC Services. For more Navigation, press the information on Operator Assist, visit E You can
save address points, such as work or home. You can also save favorite information like sports
teams, such as Detroit Lions, or a news category. There hardware sustains damage in a crash.
Page Climate Statement for more information. When you switch off Dual, the passenger side
temperature changes to match the driver side temperature. Note: The passenger side
temperature and the Dual indicator automatically turn on when the passenger is adjusting their
temperature control. Touch the heated seat icon to switch the heated seat off and on if
equipped. Restaurant When you have selected a point of interest, the location and information
appear, such Golf Page Map Mode MyFord Touch If Equipped Avoid Other traffic alert features
allows you to turn on certain, or all, traffic icons on the These features allow you to choose to

map such as road work, incident, accidents have the system avoid freeways, toll roads, and
closed roads. When the light on the button E illuminates, the feature is on. The speaker button
appears on the map only when route guidance is active. Re-center the map by pressing this
icon whenever you scroll the E The map are available for accurate map E E position closest to
the cursor is in positioning. Page Accessories Contact an authorized dealer for details
authorized Ford dealer for the accessory and a copy of the warranty. Page Extended Service
Plan Esp 3. Transferable Coverage 4. Extended Service Plan coverage expires, Ford Extended
Service Plan is honored by you can transfer any remaining coverage all authorized Ford dealers
in the U. Ford Extended Service Plan scheduled maintenance, and selected is the only service
contract backed by Ford wear items. The coverage is prepaid, so Motor Company of Canada,
Limited. Page Scheduled Maintenance If you do not use Ford authorized parts they you sell or
trade it. Keep all receipts for may not meet our specifications and completed maintenance with
your vehicle. Page When the oil change message appears in Additives and Chemicals the
information display, it is time for an oil This owner's manual and the Ford change. Make sure
you perform the oil Workshop Manual list the recommended change within two weeks or miles
additives and chemicals for your vehicle. Page Scheduled Maintenance Check every month
Engine oil level. Function of all interior and exterior lights. Tires including spare for wear and
proper pressure. Windshield washer fluid level. Check every six months Battery connections.
Clean if necessary. Body and door drain holes for obstructions. Cooling system fluid level and
coolant strength. Page Normal Scheduled Maintenance Scheduled Maintenance Multi-Point
inspection Accessory drive belt s Hazard warning system operation Battery performance Horn
operation Engine air filter Radiator, cooler, heater and air conditioning hoses Exhaust system
Suspension components for leaks or damage Exterior lamps operation Steering and linkage
Tires including spare for wear and proper Fluid levels ; Page Scheduled Maintenance At every
oil change interval as indicated by the information display Inspect the tires, tire wear and
measure the tread depth. Inspect the wheels and related components for abnormal noise, wear,
looseness or drag. Do not exceed one year or miles kilometers between service intervals. Reset
the Intelligent Oil-Life Monitor after engine oil and filter changes. Page Scheduled Maintenance
Extensive idling or low-speed driving for long distances, as in heavy commercial use such as
delivery, taxi, patrol car or livery As required Change engine oil and filter as indicated by the
information display and perform services listed in the Normal Sched- uled Maintenance chart.
Page Scheduled Maintenance Record Replacement before the completion of your vehicle's The
life of the engine air filter and cabin air useful life. Ford Motor Company, however, filter is
dependent on exposure to dusty urges you to have all recommended and dirty conditions.
Vehicles operated in Page Certificate s of Authenticity , and the the process. It is your
responsibility to monitor your attention away from the road, any speech recognition functions
included and possibly cause an accident or other in the system and address any errors. Page
Appendices Potential Map Inaccuracy: Maps used Telenav may revise this Agreement and by
this system may be inaccurate because the privacy policy at any time, with or of changes in
roads, traffic controls or without notice to you. You agree to visit driving conditions. Page
Appendices 2. Account Information or proprietary rights, rights of publicity or privacy or other
rights of any party, ii You agree: a when registering the violates any law, statute, ordinance or
Telenav Software, to provide Telenav with regulation, including but not limited to laws true,
accurate, current, and complete and regulations related to spamming, information about
yourself, and b to Any such sale, assignment or Website or by downloading such Notices
transfer that is not expressly permitted to your wireless device. If you desire to under this
paragraph will result in withdraw your consent to receive Notices immediate termination of this
Agreement, electronically, you must discontinue your Page Appendices Agreement , and thus
your use of the 9. Copyright Notice: In connection with B. Canada Data. Page Appendices either
express or implied, arising by II. Page Appendices A. Third Party Notices. Any and all copies V.
Page Index Audible Warnings and Indicators Page Index Creating a MyKey Page Index
Entertainment Page Index Instrument Cluster Page Index Motorcraft Parts - 2. Page Index
Refueling Page Index Starting a Gasoline Engine Page Index Using Voice Recognition Print
page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Discuss anything to do with Insurance
for your Ford here. Posts are read only. By gillyallan Started February 7, By Marty Started
February 1. By Julianford Started 1 hour ago. By usmanzar Started 45 minutes ago. By Ianmcd
Started 50 minutes ago. By davtur87 Started February By LiSoQuan Started 23 hours ago. By
Mcr Started 1 hour ago. By lwatson99 Started June 8, By jassingh Started Monday at PM. By
Sully04 Started 2 hours ago. Latest Posts Home Forums. Forums Start new topic. New Member
Introductions Introduce yourself here and tell us what Ford you have! Was it you!? FOC
Members Spotted! General Ford Related Discussions. General Chat Talk about anything not

Ford related. Ford Mustang Club. Ford Mustang Mach-E Club. Ford Kuga Club. Ford Edge Club.
Ford B-Max Club. Ford C-Max Club. Ford S-Max Club. Ford Galaxy Club. Ford EcoSport Club.
Ford Fusion Club. Ford Puma Club. Ford Escort Club. Ford Sierra Club. Classic Ford. Ford
Transit Club. Ford Ranger Club. It's fast, easy and FREE! Club Cars For Sale Post cars you have
for sale here. NON commercial only. Ford Parts For Sale Sell your spare parts here. Wanted
Post your wanted ads here. Ford Modification Discussions mountune Discussions Need to ask
questions about modifying your Ford or to get inspiration then post them here. Announcements
Posting in General Chat thread. Can key fob be upgraded keyless. Battery charging. Mk4 2. High
amps parasitic battery drain focus 1. Fiesta mild hybrid Stage 1? Fault codes explanation.
Battery blunder! Help would be appreciated. Disconnected cable in footwell. Please help Ford
Focus ecotec engine. Engine Oil. Topping up Engine Oil for a Newbie. Sign In Sign Up.
Insurance Sell your Ford Support. Ford has been on a bit of a roll of late in creating appealing
cars, such as the Fusion, Focus, and Mustang. The redesigned Edge five-seat crossover shows
a dynamic polish and upscale cabin that befits a prestige-branded model. Deserving of a "Most
Improved" trophy, the Edge brings newfound handling agility, interior refinement, and overall
premium feel to the nameplate, turning it into a competitive midsized SUV. The secret lies in the
platform the Edge shares with the Ford Fusion sedan, another model that punches above its
weight class. The Fusion's chassis delivers sublime cornering feel, and it carries over to the
Edge. In most cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN ,
and the warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how
much warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford
Edge owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. The condensation became significant, partially obscuring the lights. There had been no
damage to the vehicle, liftgate, or lens, and there was no explanation for the development of the
leak and resulting condensation. The condensation also was aesthetically unappealing. It got
louder and I had them check it over when it was in for an oil change. This said they was a cover
coming loose under the hood and they needed to bolt it back on. Then about 3 months later it
did the same thing, this time they said the handle was loose on the inside. Also, front
windshield spontaneously cracked almost all the way across while parked in driveway without
history of prior crack or ding in glass. I heard the snap and watched the crack run across. There
was also a loud rattle from sunroof whenever we opened it. The dealership had to keep the
vehicle for an entire week as they had to replace the entire sunroof assembly. Thankfully both
issues covered by warranty. The dealer was able to resolve one noise in the sunroof. I was able
to resolve another on my own with the help of other owners in an online forum. There is still a
squeak coming from somewhere in the back seat that is unresolved. Finally took it in, after two
visits issue solved under warranty". It's like a flapping noise! The noise is VERY loud and bad.
The wind noise and tire noise is loud. Screws can be tightened, which help, but will loosen
again after a couple of months. I consider this a design flaw. Then the noise started coming
from the other door, then the right front door. Just kept getting worse. We took it to a Ford body
shop and had it back the next day and sounded like its supped to, no noise! I suspect that it's
wind hitting the lower door cladding or the bottom of the door but I've not yet figured it out.
Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e.
Will not recognize USB connection or phone. The head-lights were also at reduced intensity. We
were able to drive the vehicle and took it to the Ford dealer. They were able to repair it under
warranty and the problem has not re-occurred. Safety issue for when Backing up and no
warning that people are nearby. Also Heated steering wheel had to be replaced". CD player
sometimes works and sometimes no. The dealer upgraded the system's software and the
problem is resolved. Sometimes cuts off in mid conversation. Also, GPS not working. Due to be
repaired this week, delay because of COVID 19 limits amount of vehicles that can be repaired at
dealer. Still under warranty. Tried to complete it by downloading software onto a thumb drive.
Unable to complete update. Took to dealership. They fixed the problem. Dealer stood behind the
vehicle. I am constantly hitting it inadvertently when turning. Cruise control mechanism has too
many buttons. I have to take my eyes off road to turn it on and to resume. GM cruise control is
much simpler to use. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I think there something wrong with the
brakes. Serious it will almost throw you through the wind shield. Ford and the dealership
refused to install new rosters. Spots of rust seem to cause a pulsating pedal". Power or manual
windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat
controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. It was as if they were not paying attention when
putting the driver doors on it at all! This is my first ford and the dealership made it like I did
something wrong, when there was red X on each driver side doors, clearly there was some
issue at some point they were aware of either at dealer or the plant. I am not sure I would buy

another". The rear window also shattered spontaneously. The vehicle was parked in my garage
for 18 hours and then just exploded. Nothing had hit the window. It just blew out. Ford refused
to replace the backlite under warranty even though it is covered under the 3 year agreement.
The vehicle was out of service for 5 days before my insurance replaced the back window with
an aftermarket window that is optically distorted. The hood latch works well enough but the
hood flutters on the highway with strong headwinds and pavement bumps. And when transport
trucks pass on a 2 lane road the hood has actually lifted a number of times. The latch has held it
from opening. Took to dealer for repair but needed about a week to get parts. Dealer repaired
under warranty". Ford dealer replaced motor and hydraulics under warranty at no cost to me
and loaned me a car for free. Works fine lately. Was happy with dealer. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. I would
never buy a car again in which they cannot be disengaged". Ford Motor Co. Fortunately this
was still under warranty. The unit was replaced in Sep19 and again in Jan The light beams
illuminated the road well horizontally but approximately feet in front of the vehicle there was a
dead spot no illumination on the road from both headlights. The Ford dealer adjusted the light
pattern. I have not had the chance to see if the dead spots have been eliminated. Dealer
corrected at no cost. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim
or moldings, rust. The dealership ordered and replaced the molding". Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. You cannot drive smoothly. The engine revs and it takes a good
seconds before the next gear is selected. Totally frustrating on the highway. There is no issue in
the city. It would downshift too early and hang on to that gear far too long. Was difficult to
gently press the accelerator to increase speed without instant downshifting when it wasn't
necessary. Shifting became rough as well. My Ford dealer corrected the problem and it runs fine
now. Defective seal would not let mechanism to engage properly. Required removal from car
and rebuild to repair". The transmission would downshift and hang on to that gear while you
would try to accelerate. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I took the vehicle in to determine the problem. They
found that coolant was leaking into the cylinder s. A short block replacement under warranty
was recommended but due to this issue happening in other vehicles, a short block was not
available and they ended up replacing the complete engine long block. Brought to dealer - not
sure what code was pulled, but the motor needed to be replaced. Engine replaced under
warranty but it took 5 weeks to finish getting the new engine to work. I have even taken them on
a test drive and showed them the problem, which they all say, yes I see what you are saying, but
their is nothing we can do. The problem is when you are driving and then let off of the gas, and
then re-accelerate, it takes about 2 to 4 seconds to pick back up to speed. Transmission rebuild
or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Took the vehicle to Dealer were
purchased and they diagnosed the problem and took two weeks for the repair. Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. When the motor
mount started I was on a trip, but I was able to drive back home for service Ford. Repaired
under warranty within a week when parts were available. It was a two day repair. It has been
repaired and has not leaked in the last miles. There is a difference of 6 or 7 degrees higher
between set temperature and cabin temperature on air conditioning. The dealer and Ford say
that this is not a defect. The problem persists no matter what the outside temperature is but
seems to be worse on sunny days. Trip to dealer revealed NO refrigerant. Leak could not be
located by either of two dealerships. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. The steering
wheel needed to be replaced. I brought in 2 outside estimates, forcing Ford to dealer balance
the 4 wheels. All is fine now. Seems to be OK now". Dealer said they repaired, and that it was a
leak on the senor, but the light is on again. Will have to take it in again. Cruise control, clock,
warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure
monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or
security system. Called road service and they jumped it and it started. Drove miles back to
Columbus Oh and the Ford garage corrected the problem in about 1. I continue my trip to North
Carolina. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Car shut
down to lower acceleration the turned off and restarted. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter,
exhaust manifold, leaks. We had made an appointment for a repair at AM with the dealership.
After waiting 3. We had to leave without a repair. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not

a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Ford Edge Change Vehicle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner
Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. Side
and head protection air bags standard. Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among
versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions
Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Air or water leaks "The lenses across the rear
lights on the liftgate and the left quarter developed leaks and began to contain condensation.
Apple CarPlay "CarPlay does not activate at times weekly. Spots of rust seem to cause a
pulsating pedal" Andre L. Dealer repaired under warranty" Carolyn M. Alarm or security system
excluding aftermarket systems "I hate the automatic door locks. Loose exterior trim or moldings
"Molding around the passenger side door came loose. Engine rebuild or replacement "I had a
minor rough idle issue that lasted for about 20 seconds when starting. Torque converter
"Engine light and wrench light came on during driving. Engine mounts "The Ford Edge is one of
the better cars that I have own. Automatic climate control "would only work on one side"

Anonymous, Ford Edge Titanium Unsure "On auto climate control is unable to maintain set
temperature. Ball joints "Creaking sound when turning. Electronic ignition "After taking an
Easter Sunday drive to our old church, stopped for Dinner and returned to our garage and shut
off the engine for one hour, the car would not restart. Sensors includes O2 or oxygen sensor
"Recall on problem one week after I had the problem driving. See All Trouble Spots. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. He was 40 years old when he first opened the company's first plant for the Bagley
Street, Detroit. Later on June 16, , he registered his company. Ford Motor Company has
developed and labeled their models in chronological and alphabetical order, starting with the
Model A, then K and later S, which was the last right-hand drive car Ford. Galamb and Eugene
Farkas. This model has been the most common car Ford, which has enabled the company to
become one of the most influential brands in the automotive history. The Model T was reliable,
practical, and affordable, and Ford made a hit in the US, where it was advertised as a mid-range
car. Due to the success of the car, Ford was forced to expand their business and built the
production line first in the world in for the assembly of cars. By , production figures only T
models have reached almost , units. Preferring to renew their own company, Ford has invested
all of its assets in Soon, the company has released a number of new models like the Ford brand,
and the rest under its sub-brands such as Mercury and Lincoln luxury division of Ford.
Business in Europe also went to the benefit of the Ford , especially after the release of Focus
models in , and although the company has not yet fully recovered, she was definitely on the
road to popularity. Adobe Acrobat Document Ford Aerostar Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 1. Ford Aspire Owner's Manual. Ford Bronco Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 3. Ford Crown Victoria Owner's Manual. Ford E Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat
Document 2. Ford Edge Owner's Manual. Ford Escape Owner's Manual. Ford Escort Owner's
Manual. Ford F Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 6. Ford Transit Owner's Manual.
Adobe Acrobat Document 5. Ford 1. Ford EcoSport Manual. Ford 2. Ford Fiesta Service Repair
Manual. Ford Focus Owner Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 7. Ford Figo Owner's Manual.
Ford Carburetors Ford Granada Taunus v6 engine manual. Ford Ranger Owners Manual. Ford
Mustang Owners manual. Ford Mustangowners-manual. Ford RS Owners Manual. Ford Mondeo
Service and Repair Manual. Ford Taurus Owners Guide. Ford Sierra Service Repair Manual. Ford
Car Wiring Diagram. Ford Sierra Wiring Diagram. Ford Granada Wiring Diagrams. History of
Ford Cars. The S-Max has received many positive reviews and awards, and was voted European
Car of the Year on 13 November Ford had plans to sell the S-Max in Japan under the then
subsidiary brand Mazda , but they are no longer viable since the latter's split. The Kinetic
Design scheme includes angular headlights, twin trapezoidal grilles, and large wheelarches. It
comes with heated front and back windscreens, parking sensors, aux input and dual climate
control as standard. This design allows the second and third-row seats to fold seamlessly into
the floor, leaving extra storage space. Ford has stated that around sixty percent of all S-Max
buyers choose Titanium specification. Continental trim levels are Trend, Titanium and the top of
the line Titanium S. In March , a powerful 2. In September , the popular 2. The S-Max Trend
debuted in China in The Trend is basically a normal S-Max, but without the back row of seats.
The idea is to make it cheaper, and to give more storage space to people who might want it. All
S-Maxes use versions of the Duratorq or Duratec engines. The S-Max uses a five- speed or sixspeed manual transmission, and a six-speed automatic option. The S-Max's safety features
include the Intelligent Protection System IPS which combines a body structure optimised for
strength and crashworthiness with restraint equipment and driver aids that help avoid an
accident and features that lessen the likelihood of injuries in an impact. It has many modern
airbags, including a knee airbag and a thorax airbag. S-Max's also have an advanced neck
protection system, three point seat belts, optimised pre-tensioners, load limiters,
anti-submarining seat subframes, a collapsible steering system and safety pedals. The S-Max
was the cheapest, yet was described as having the best interior and exterior, and being the
most comfortable. The presenters, James May and Richard Hammond , also considered it to be
the most practical. Overall, they praised the car and declared it to be the best value for money
out of the three. The second generation was first presented at the Paris Motor Show. After its
sibling, Ford Galaxy , was being presented at the Geneva Motor Show , Ford decided to put it
into production in late It comes with the same engines as the Galaxy, Mondeo and Edge, which
consist of one diesel in four states of tune and two petrols. The 1. All the diesels average over
50mpg - the best is the 2. Both the 2. The final model, the Bi-Turbo 2. The trim levels are similar
to any Ford, and mirror those found in the Galaxy, Mondeo and Edge , including Zetec, Titanium
and Titanium Sport also an executive spec Vignale is available. Only models sold in Continental
Europe and the British Isles are shown, overseas territories often have different offerings. From

Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Retrieved Archived from the original on Ford of Europe.
Ford Motor Company. Tourneo Courier Tourneo Connect Tourneo. Ranger P Ford vehicles.
E-Series Cutaway F F Category Commons. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional
references from April All articles needing additional references Articles with short description
Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Large MPV M. Ford
Galaxy Ford Mondeo. Ford S-Max pre-facelift. David Hilton. Spain: Almussafes Ford Valencia
Plant. Claudio Messale [5]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Ford S-Max. City car.
Fiesta I. Fiesta II. Fiesta IV. Fiesta V. Fiesta III. Fiesta VI. Fiesta VII. Small family car. Escort Vb.
Escort VI. Focus I. Focus II. Focus III. Focus IV. Large family car. Sierra I. Sierra II. Mondeo I.
Mondeo II. Mondeo III. Mondeo IV. Executive car. Granada II. Scorpio II. Sports car. Mustang VI.
Small SUV. Medium SUV. Maverick I. Maverick II. Kuga I. Kuga II. Kuga III. Large SUV. Explorer
Hybrid. Compact MPV. C-MAX I. Large MPV. Galaxy I. Galaxy II. Galaxy III. Courier III. Courier IV.
Transit Courier. Transit Connect I. Transit Connect II. Transit Custom. Transit II. Transit III.
Transit IV. Transit V. Transit VI. Ranger I. Ranger II. Ranger III. Looking for a Ford Mondeo on?
Register your interest for later or request to be contacted by a dealer to talk through your
options now. Impressive quality and refinement initially made it stand out from the competition.
Rides well with keen handling. Very spacious and practical interior. Steering isn't as sharp as its
predecessor. Bumpy ride quality on ST-Line models. Some of the diesels are quite noisy. Once
the leader of the pack, but now starting to feel dated. It might face an uncertain future against
the backdrop of ever-increasing SUVs, but the Ford Mondeo still makes a strong case for itself
by providing premium quality and comfort at a price that most family car buyers can still afford.
Like the previous Mondeo, this is a big car. Ford worked wonders with the styling, adding a
dash of coupe-like flair to the profile that makes it appear a lot less bulky than the model it
replaces. Yet it still has huge amount of space inside with a massive boot and lots of rear leg
room that rivals the Skoda Superb and makes the Mondeo a comfortable fit for up to five adults
on a long journey. The cabin is refined too and the high levels of standard equipment on the
latest models built from onwards means you don't have to raid the options list to get things like
touchscreen navigation, dual-zone air con or a centre arm rest for the rear seats. Consequently
it's an ideal motorway cruiser helped by economical engines, low road noise and a supple ride
quality. These include a 1. Originally, Ford had intended offering the car with its 1. Top engine
remains the PS 2. For the first time there is also a Mondeo Hybrid originall only available as a
saloon. Running throughout the latest Mondeo is a feeling of quality previously unseen on any
Ford model. This Mondeo should mark a big change in how people perceive the Ford brand and
as a family car it's a superb all-rounder. The market might be decline, but the Mondeo remains
head and shoulders above its diminishing competition. Real MPG was created following
thousands of readers telling us that their cars could not match the official figures. Real MPG
gives real world data from drivers like you to show how much fuel a vehicle really uses. Diesel
or petrol? If you're unsure whether to go for a petrol or diesel or even an electric model if it's
available , then you need our Petrol or Diesel? It does the maths on petrols, diesels and electric
cars to show which is best suited to you. We need your help with our latest Satisfaction Index,
so that we can help others make a smarter car buying decision. What's it like to live with your
car? Love it? Loath it? We want to know. Let us know about your car - it will only take a few
minutes and you could be helping thousands of others. Ford has worked hard to improve the
refinement of the Mondeo and that's immediately obvious when you get behind the wheel: there
is very little engine or road noise and the majority of the engines are quiet, with only the
most-powerful TDCi diesels disrupting the peaceful tranquillity of the cabin. There's a quality
present throughout the Mondeo interior that's above anything Ford has produced before. All the
materials have a quality feel to them with soft-touch plastics and padding on the dash and door
tops. Ford has kept to a simple design with few buttons and an uncluttered look. There are
instrument dials which remain analogue but have a digital display on the inside including the
needles that indicate speed and revs giving it a modern edge. It gets all the basics spot on with
a great driving position, plenty of adjustment in the seat and steering column plus a nice weight
to the gearshift and clutch pedal. The multifunction steering wheel is a little button heavy which makes it tricky to operate without looking down - but the addition of an electric parking
brake as standard means more room is freed up on the centre console, which has two cup
holders and a useful cubby integrated into it with an armrest on top. Storage is excellent with a
two-level glovebox, large door pockets and extra stowage behind the swooping central stack.
We're not so keen on the Sony infotainment design, it looks a little dated already, but the

system works well and the large touchscreen in the middle of the dash is easy to use and looks
good with a high resolution display. Along with the quality, what really stands out in the
Mondeo is the sheer space. Up front there's acres of room and you can put your seat so far
back even six-footers will be able to stretch their legs out. Yet this doesn't come at the expense
of rear passenger space. It remains incredibly generous, even with the front seats adjusted all
the way back. Only the Skoda Superb can match the Mondeo for rear room. The boot is equally
as impressive. There's litres of luggage room and the tailgate lifts up to reveal a wide opening
with a low load lip. Even with a full size spare fitted as oppose to a tyre repair kit, there is still
litres of load space. Another neat feature being debuted on the Mondeo are inflatable rear seat
belts. This is essentially a small airbag integrated into the seatbelt strap, expanding in just 40
milliseconds in the event of an accident. It's designed to disperse the force of an impact across
a body five times greater than a standard seatbelt. Style models come with inch alloy wheels,
DAB, Thatcham category 1 alarm, dual zone climate control, cruise control, Ford Sync 2 with
8-inch colour touchscreen, electric front windows, Isofix in rear seats, hill start assist, LED rear
lights and an electric parking brake. Zetec adds bodycolour bumpers and side mouldings,
chrome window surrounds, Quickclear heated front windscreen, electric rear windows, front fog
lights, cruise control with speed limiter, height and lumbar adjust on passenger seat, rear seat
hatch. Titanium comes with inch alloy wheels, engine start button, sports seats, DAB navigation
system, automatic headights, rain sensing wipers, traffic sign recognition, lane keeping aid,
auto dimming rearview mirror, ambient lighting and TFT instrument cluster display. Titanium X
gets dynamic LED headlights, leather seats, way power front seats, heated front seats, keyless
entry and privacy glass. Which car seat will suit you? This Mondeo has a stronger body
structure than before yet is actually lighter thanks to features such as the magnesium tailgate.
This helps the impressive ride quality which is further enhanced by a new multi-link rear
suspension set-up. The result is a superbly absorbing and forgivingly smooth ride that deals
impeccably with poor road surfaces. Only ST-Line models on inch wheels and sports
suspension will transfer any rattles or bumps into the cabin. Another feature for this Mondeo is
specially tuned electric power steering system designed to give a smooth and fluid feel. It's not
as sharp as the set-up in the previous Mondeo and as a result it doesn't feel as responsive. Yet
the Mondeo still handles very well. There's little in the way of body roll and plenty of
reassurance in corners, especially at higher speeds. However, when it comes to town driving
and parking, there is no hiding the Mondeo's huge size. The most interesting is the PS 1. In
April a 1. These are the most economical models in the Mondeo line-up and make ideal
company car choices. But it's the trusty 2. With a blend of performance and economy it suits
the Mondeo perfectly. The standard model has PS but it's the Nm of torque which makes it so
strong. It's ideal for easy overtaking while at 70mph it's barely having to work. It's very quiet
from inside the cabin with no vibration through the pedals or gear lever. There's a more
powerful PS version of the 2. Like the standard model it comes with a positive and easy-shifting
six-speed manual gearbox which is lovely to use, plus there's a PowerShift automatic available.
In April a four-wheel drive version of the 2. It's one car that can rival the Skoda Superb 4x4.
Alongside this, Ford also has a 2. As performance goes this provides very rapid progress
alongside the 2. With PS, the latter is the most powerful model in the range and has a mph time
of 7. However, economy isn't great and in everyday driving the powerful 2. The petrol alternative
is a 1. With PS it has plenty of power but thanks to the fact it's turbocharged it has Nm of torque
from just rpm. This means it pulls strongly from low down, but without the gruff nature of a
diesel. Economy is good at For the first time Ford is also offering a hybrid version of the
Mondeo. It's only available as a saloon and is powered by a 2. With fuel economy of The
Mondeo Hybrid also suffers from the usual problems of hybrid cars fitted with a CVT, meaning
noisy acceleration and sluggish performance drive. By , the Powershift automatic had been
dropped, and automatics all became 8-speed torque converter. Finds himself in pain just after
30mins at the steering wheel, with the neck and shoulders the most affected. Tried different
positions and checked all the recommendations for a correct driving posture, but still unable to
drive for more than half an hour. Never had problems like that in the past, driving both an old 3
series and, now, wife's Golf, even on long distances. Smoke out the exhaust. Head gasket and
oil cooler replaced, but still has problems. It needs to be downloaded onto a USB stick and then
loaded into the car. This takes a long time because the file is massive approx. This afflicts all
Sync 3 sat navs to date. No Ford goodwill. Ford cannot even supply an engine, which has been
"on back order" for 2 months. We managed to find some on eBay. Possibly the dealer meant the
front radar sensor. All the windows drop down and the sunroof opens after locking the car.
Additionally, I locked it after moving it off the drive and the tailgate opened. Likely to be
moisture seeping into the locking and windows ECU inside the driver's door. A message
flagged up "Transmission Limited Function" and immediately the car indicated it was not happy

when changing gears 1 - 4, less so heading into 5th and 6th. We think probably overdue a
transmission oil and filter change that should be carried out every 3 years or 38, miles whichev
er comes first. If car has been consistently maintained on time by Ford dealers then we think
there is room for a goodwill contribution from Ford towards this repair. Engine will not re-start
unless all power is cut and then button started. Fault usually occurs when driving at speed in
5th or 6th but the other day it happened in 4th driving through town at 40mph. Stopped for a
while, but the problem was still there and got steadily worse. Feels as if it jumps out of gear and
the clutch starts slipping, but suddenly it all engages again briefly, before jumping again.
Headlamps may switch off without warning. Vehicles fitted with Adaptive LED Headlamps could
experience a condition where the loss of a control signal in combination with a software error
may cause the headlamps to switch off. There is a risk of collision if defect happens at night. Fix
is to recall the vehicles that are likely to be affected and updated software will be loaded to the
affected modules. The engine control module calibration may not adequately detect an overheat
condition in certain 2. In extreme cases, an overheated engine can result in a breach of the oil
sump leading to loss of the engine oil. FIX: Recall the vehicles that are likely to be affected and
download revised software for the control module calibration that improves overheat detection
and provides an instrument cluster warning indicator to the driver and engine de-rate strategy.
It will be the first car in its segment equipped with a 1. The new Mondeo is the first Ford to
feature headlamps with LED high-beam, low-beam and signal lighting. The interior delivers
unprecedented levels of ergonomics and comfort, with superior craftsmanship throughout the
driver-focused cockpit. Soft-touch materials, premium finishes and equipment contribute to the
most premium Mondeo experience ever. Total output PS, with 47PS from the electric motor
alone which is capale of propelling the car to kmh on its own. These are designed to reduce
head, neck and chest injuries for rear-seat passengers. In the event of an accident the belt
rapidly expands to disperse crash forces across a body area five times greater than that
achieved by a conventional seatbelt. The Vignale trim level will be introduced across several
models in the Ford range, and as well as a luxury equipment level, will also be backed up by
special dealer and customer services. Ford Vignales will take the role reserved in the past for
Ghia and subsequently Titanium X at the top of the range. The company promises that these
cars will appeal to buyers looking for luxury in their family cars who would not necessarily
consider Ford. Although full details are yet to be released, Ford promises that Vignale
customers will have their own personal concierge within the dealership, which will possibly also
extend to other services such as airport check-ins and appointment management. In the
Mondeo concept, the cabin is trimmed in quilted, soft touch leather with plenty of brushed
aluminium and chrome details. The emphasis is on tasteful trim colours and materials, which
have been especially selected to appeal to buyers in the luxury sector. The exterior styling has
not been left untouched, and the Mondeo concept has Vignale styling details, such as
chrome-finished inch alloy wheels, upscale badging without the word Mondeo to be seen
anywhere , and an interesting new eggcate-style grille. Production started of Mondeos equipped
with Ford's 1. The line-up is further extended with a new PS bi-turbo 2. The Ford Mondeo now
offers 14 powertrain combinations as part of a comprehensive four-door, five-door and wagon
body-style range, including:. Ford's PS 1. A low inertia turbocharger spins at up to ,rpm, more
than 4, times per second. Ford's new bi-turbo 2. The new diesel engine is combined with Ford's
six-speed PowerShift twin-clutch automatic gearbox, and enables mph acceleration in 7.
Electronically-controlled sequential bi-turbo design enables faster engine response. A small,
low-inertia turbine is used to respond quickly to initial boost demand, and a larger high-inertia
turbo is able to sustain greater boost pressure for peak performance. Ford's advanced new PS
1. The new Euro Stage VI emissions-compliant 1. Ford's Intelligent All-Wheel Drive system
offers a seamless transition between front-wheel drive and all-wheel-drive performance to
automatically enhance traction and road-holding when needed. The system continually
measures how the car's wheels are gripping the road surface every 16 milliseconds, and can
adjust power delivery to individual wheels in milliseconds. The new 2. The Mondeo range also
includes a new PS 1. The first hybrid electric vehicle ever manufactured by Ford in Europe, the
Mondeo Hybrid is available in four-door body-style and uses two electric motors and 1. The
drivetrain delivers PS with Optional advanced Ford technologies and comfort features include
Active Park Assist with Perpendicular Parking, which enables drivers to detect suitably-sized
spaces and reverse hands-free into those parallel to the road or side-to-side with other cars.
Heated steering wheels have been specified on 27 per cent of models, and 20 per cent have
heated rear seats. ST-Line series introduce extras including front, rear and side body styling,
lowered sports suspension, Ford Power start button and darkened headliner. Privacy glass and
inch rock metallic alloy wheels are added on the ST-Line Edition. The new Titanium Edition
boasts premium leather heated seats, with front way power adjustment. Since launch in Mondeo

in , Vignale has grown to represent 13 per cent of orders. At the start of this year a Vignale Nero
appearance pack was introduced â€” comprising 19in dark tarnish alloys and darkened fog
lamp bezels, lower grille and side strips â€” and now becomes standard Mondeo Vignale
specification. The Ford Mondeo Hybrid powertrain uses an electric motor to support the
specially-developed 2. Regenerative braking technology captures up to 90 per cent of the
energy normally lost during braking to replenish the battery. The Mondeo Hybrid is capable of
driving in pure electric mode, delivering ultimate refinement and efficiency particularly in city
and stop-start driving scenarios. The hybrid powertrain delivers PS, supported by a
Ford-developed continuously variable automatic transmission for further enhanced fuel
efficiency. Recently Asked Questions I'm looking for a medium-sized hatchback. What's the
best model to buy? Which car brands offer free home-charger installation? What's the best
small, electric 4x4? Our cloned reg plate is racking up tickets on an uninsured car. What do we
do? Are convertibles more expensive to insure? Latest News Headlines New Nissan Qashqai
revealed with more space and hybrid tech The all-new Nissan Qashqai has been revealed â€” it
gets a spacious new interior with the latest infotainment, self-drive technology and a choice of
mild and full-hybrid petrol engines. Latest Reviews 4. Used Car Pricing Search on. How to reject
a car Check if your car has a recall. Fuel Calculator Petrol or Diesel? What is the Fuel
Calculator? Compare two cars to find the lowest fuel cost. Search the forum. Ford Mondeo
Review. Ford Mondeo Vignale 2. Register interest Contact a dealer. Ford Mondeo At A Glance
Impressive quality and refinement initially made it stand out from the competition. What do
owners think of the Ford Mondeo ? Check out our Owners' Reviews from people who live with
the car day in, day out. Real MPG 22â€”68 mpg. MPGs submitted What is your car like to live
with? Help us with the Honest John Satisfaction Index now. Reviews for Ford Mondeo 's top 3
rivals Skoda Superb. Near perfect as a practical family estate car. Great value for money.
Comfortable and quiet on the move Ford Mondeo Estate. Excellent blend of enjoyable driving
and comfort. Spacious load area. Practical and well finished cabin Vauxhall Insignia.
Represents good value for money. Big boot and generous amount of rear legroom. Diesels are
very economical. Ask Honest John Do you think this used car is good value? I'm a big fan of the
Mondeo, but even I have to admit that the big Ford has been somewhat left behind by the
competition in recent years. If buying secondhand, I would probably choose a Skoda Octavia.
It's a really comfortable and practical car. Answered by Dan Powell. Is Ford planning any major
updates for the Mondeo? Are you aware of any upcoming model changes in the near future?
And is the auto gearbox fitted reliable? We're not aware of any upcoming changes to the
Mondeo although the current model has now been on sale for five years. Answered by Andrew
Brady. Is Ford still making the Mondeo Vignale? Do you know if it is planning to do so? Ford is
selling a Vignale version of the current Mondeo. We've driven one recently and it's still available
on its online configurator. Is Ford keeping the Mondeo in production? If they are, is the Vignale
still going to be offered? Also, is the Powershift automatic gearbox still going to be used? The
dealers don't seem to be able to answer any of my questions with any confidence. With the
Mondeo selling in small numbers in Europe, we can't imagine a way it'll continue once
production of the current model comes to an end. As far as I'm aware, it's still in production for
now, including the Vignale trim level and Powershift automatic gearbox. On the inside of an
Ford Mondeo Boot space is â€” litres Euro NCAP rating of five stars Dimensions Length mm
Width mm Height mm Wheelbase mm Full specifications Ford has worked hard to improve the
refinement of the Mondeo and that's immediately obvious when you get behind the wheel: there
is very little engine or road noise and the majority of the engines are quiet, with only the
most-powerful TDCi diesels disrupting the peaceful tranquillity of the cabin. Standard
equipment from Style models come with inch alloy wheels, DAB, Thatcham category 1 alarm,
dual zone climate control, cruise control, Ford Sync 2 with 8-inch colour touchscreen, electric
front windows, Isofix in rear seats, hill start assist, LED rear lights and an electric parking brake.
Car seat chooser. Child seats that fit a Ford Mondeo Our unique Car Seat Chooser shows you
which child car seats will fit this car and which seat positions that they will fit, so that you don't
have to check every car seat manufacturer's website for compatibility. Driving Ford Mondeo
Engines range from 1. Good Hugely spacious with a large boot and impressive rear passenger
space. Interior quality feels a cut above the competition. Very refined with little noise on the
move and excellent sound insulation. Rides very well but not at the expense of handling. Hybrid
suffers from usual problem of a CVT gearbox and only comes as a saloon. Diesel engine is
somewhat noisy from the outside. Steering isn't as sharp as the previous Mondeo. Rated 'Poor'
by Thatcham for proximity key security. September Ford debuts global Mondeo It will be the
first car in its segment equipped with a 1. September Ford premiered Mondeo Vignale concept
The Vignale trim level will be introduced across several models in the Ford range, and as well as
a luxury equipment level, will also be backed up by special dealer and customer services.

October Ford Mondeo prices announced. Sample Prices: Mondeo Style 5-door 1. February Ford
announced full Mondeo line up Production started of Mondeos equipped with Ford's 1. The Ford
Mondeo now offers 14 powertrain combinations as part of a comprehensive four-door, five-door
and wagon body-style range, including: PS 1. Load width: 1,mm Load length rear seats up :
1,mm Load length rear seats down : 1,mm Kerb weight: 1,kg hybrid to 1,kg 2. Fuel tank capacity:
Luggages capacity rear searts down, to roof : 1, litres Load width: 1,mm Load length rear seats
up : 1,mm Load length rear seats down : 1,mm Kerb weight: 1,kg hybrid to 1,kg 2. October
Mondeo Hybrid updated The Ford Mondeo Hybrid powertrain uses an electric motor to support
the specially-developed 2. What does a Ford Mondeo cost? Compare new Ford Mondeo deals.
View offers. TrustFord Bristol - Cribbs Causeway. TrustFord Wilmslow. Leeds Ford York Road.
Full specifications. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Husky Liners Wheel Well Guards cover, protect
and boost the appearance of your truck's rear wheel wells. Skip to main content. You can return
the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about
free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return
method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 2 hrs and 24 mins Details. Only
10 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We
work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your
information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider
shipping to a different address. Ships from. Sold by. Husky Liners Black Add a gift receipt for
easy returns. Visit the Husky Liners Store. Color: Black. Size: Rear Wheel Well Guards. Custom
Rear Mud Guards. Gearbox Under Seat Storage Box. Rear Wheel Well Guards. Fits Ford Raptor.
About this item This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. Ships from and sold by
Amazon. FREE Shipping. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? From the manufacturer. Stop the road's rage. Guard against rust and decay caused by
rocks, dirt, salt, and debris. Tougher than nails or rocks for that matter. Our durable material
holds up to whatever the road spits at it. You'll be mudding in no time. So quick and easy to
install, you'll be off-roading in no time. Featured items you may like. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. I ordered this for my , F, Crew Cab, 4x4. I should have listened
to other negative feedback. I wrongfully assumed the complaints of not fitting properly were a

small percentage. Product gets -2 stars the following reasons. After trying to bend, twist, and
push the item into place, I decided to measure how much clearance I had for the stiff plastic to
fit into. The only way to get it to fit is to grab your handy-dandy blade and start cutting away at
the plastic. After fighting with it for over an hour, I decided I had enough. I contacted Husky
through the return process and explained my all too common dilemma. Obviously I thought
something was wrong because 1; we are longstanding Amazon Prime customers and have
never had problems; 2 the product was obviously defective; 3 Husky HAS to know that this
product has very poor quality control. Insult to Injury! In closing Please understand that I
typically provide sentence comment, post my star rating, and get on with my busy life. This was
originally words - cut it down to the word limit. Fit perfect and all 4 holes lined up on my F 4x4
with no issues if you get them on the correct side not interchangeable AND make sure the liner
is not catching on the inner lip. Both sides look nearly identical and I did not see the stamp per
instructions for Driver vs Passenger side. Slide the 2 clips over the back holes as shown in the
instructions, slide cover over wheel I did on a slight angle and opposite from the shock. Slide
the liner in place by pushing up and back at the same time. The center and one side go in fairly
easy. The other side I put my hand between wheel lip to protect the paint and liner and gently
pushed back and bent into place. Careful as it may hang up on the lip of the inner fender where
it is spot welded. I loosely tightened the 2 screws in the back clips and then you will need a
stubby Philips to screw the bottom 2 holes if you leave the wheels on. The clips for the bottom
holes go on the back of the OEM hole and act as a nut do not slide over the hole like the back
top 2. Took me only 15 minutes a side once I measured and figured which liner went on which
side. Only thing I had to do was use a razor and remove some of the material still clinging where
they drilled the 4 holes per liner. By JFixit on May 14, Images in this review. Super easy to
install. Should be supplied by Ford. Installed these on my Ford F Supercrew. They fit and look
great. Like others have stated; the front most hole doesn't line up, but it took less than 1 minute
to punch one through and use the supplied hardware. Odd that they haven't fixed this, but it's
not even enough of an inconvenience to drop a star. If you can't discern from the above; super
easy to install. Just requires a little muscle to fold it into place behind the fender. All pro, no
cons. Excellent product. Thank you for reading, if this was helpful please check yes below.
Excellent fit - 20 minute install first time, reading instructions as you go , big difference in
keeping mud out of body panels, frame parts and other components, also adds to street appeal
- smooth black backing behind wheel really makes the truck look better. Good product,
promptly shipped, delivered to the door. Installation requires only 1 short Phillips 2 screwdriver
- holes provided by Ford uses existing mounting holes - F FX4. By C4DB on August 26, See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I had them on my last truck and now on the new one.
Makes your ass end look clean. These ones were on my f Helpful hints would be a stubby driver
or short shaft impact. Also lay them in the sun when you install. Makes it less ridged. I like
Husky Liner products a lot, but not Husky's wheel well liners for and newer Fs. Husky Liners
mud flaps and their Weatherbeater floor liners are great products in comparison to their poorly
molded, poorly hole drilled wheel well liner. I've bought two sets of these rear wheel well guards
to date, and both had the same issues. One set was bought from a third party retailer, the most
recent from Amazon. The liners arrive warped after they are molded, and deformed and bent in
the box. I had to use a heat gun and hours of labour to remold the fender lips and frame rail
edges so that when installed, the liner fully seals against the fender quarter panel inner lip and
no dirt or ice can get in between the two. Another issue is that the passenger side drilled screw
port holes were out of alignment by 1. I had to blind screw into the liner twice before lining up
with the screw with the hardware behind the liner which is attached to the inner aluminum wheel
well. I have a XLT 8" box. I also had to trim a lot of excess plastic molding around the liner as it
was unevenly cut by either a machine or by hand. After all this, I took the additional
precautionary step of attaching a rubber outer edge guard onto the liner's hard plastic edges
where it these edges would make contact with the aluminum fender. I hope this will reduce
rubbing wear and tear from the liner vibrating against the fender lip along with road grit and salt
in the winter. I am very mechanically involved in the care of my vehicles, and am competent in
garage mechanics. These liners are better in only one way over the OEM Ford liners, and that is
the inner frame rail portion of the liner better protects the frame rail and attached components
on your truck over the OEM liners which do not extend below the inner aluminum wheel well.
Would I buy this product again? Only if I couldn't buy it from another manufacturer. Buy
Husky's weather mats and mud flaps. They're good. Not Husky's wheel well liners. Reviewed in
Canada on September 16, Ordered these on a Monday and received Thursday morning, was was
very impressed with the quick shipping. Read many reviews between the Husky brand wheel
well liners and the OEM liners, and decided to go with Husky. Can't be happier with my
decision. These things are made from a very thick plastic and look like they will last a long time.

Came in a fairly big box with instructions and all hardware. Several reviews noted fitment
issues, but I can share my experience with these and hopefully help others. I found Amazon a
bit confusing on this, so went to Husky's website, plugged in my truck info in my case, a F XLT
SuperCrew , got the part number, and then back to Amazon to pick the right product. I can say
that I had no problem getting these into position on my truck FX4 with 20" wheels with the
wheels in place - the trick is to do as the instructions say and flip them up into the wheel well
over the tire I can see why. The fit is pretty tight that's what she said :o and I had to wrestle with
them quite a bit to get them into the fender pockets my truck has the OEM fender flares, so
YMMV. The trick was to get the bottom corners in first then work up to the top, as the
instructions say Start one screw at the back B or C on the instructions , then the other, then
worry about the A and D screws. Also make sure you have the drivers side and passenger side
liners on the right side Once everything was in the right place, I tightened the screws all up, and
was done! Start to finish, including cleaning my wheel wells out with soap and water which I
recommend first , was about 30 minutes. I will also add that I installed these wheel well liners
after installing the Husky splash guard on the truck, and didn't have any issues with
interference or otherwise. One person found this helpful. Arrived on time but not nearly as easy
to install as claimed. Left them out in the sun as someone else suggested to make them a bit
more flexible, but it was still a struggle to get them in behind the wheel well lip, especially the
bottom corners. Passenger side took about 20 mins and the screws all lined up well. There
appears to be just barely enough plastic to have tucked them in along the top -- I hope they
don't pop out with the cold and ice buildup during the winter. Will buy Ford OEM ones next time.
Installed wheel well liners on a F XLT super crew, took about 45 minutes in total to install and
position screw clips to line up. It did take a bit of man handling to get the liners in position
around wheel well properly. Installed with the tires on. Would recommend to all F owners who
want to keep stones and road debris from beating up the inside of the wheel wells. Also I have
recently purchased the Xact Husky front floor mats and they fit perfectly, and they stay in place
on my vinyl floors. They truly are an Xact fit! I would certainly recommend them. Pages
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